


2. Thedlart below shows the process of fertilisation when A from Part X fuses
with B from Part Y in twman reproducfiv& systems.

Hwrm Reproductive Systems 

contain 

PartX PartY 

produces produces 

fuse 

becomes 

fertlUsed egg 

Which of the following shows correctly A, B, Parts X and Y? 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

PartX 
womb 

penis 

ovary 

testis 

PartY 
testis 

womb 

testis 

ovary 

A 
egg sperm 

sperm egg 

egg sperm 

egg spenn 
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3. Study the flow chart below.

Pfants R,S and T 

Yes 

T 

Yes Yes 

u 

Based on the information above, which plant most likely disperses its fruit by 
animals? 

(1) R only
(2) Sonly

(3) S and T only
(4) T and U onty

3 



4. Minah wanted to find out the effect of overcrowding on the growth of seeds
She used ldenfical pois of size 30 •cm3for her experiment.

Pot Number of seeds Type of seeds

A 12 X 

B 8 y 

C 8 X 

D 30 X 

E 30 y 

Which of the following pots should Minah choose in order to ensure a fair 
test? 

(1) D and E only
(2) A, B and D only
(3) A. B and E only
(4) A, C and D only
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5. Theresa drew 1ha diagram below to show how food and water are transported
to and from different parts of the plant as represented by the letters P, Q and
R.

p 

Q 

R 

Fruits 

KEY 

food 

water _________ ., 

Based on the diagram, which of the following parts of the plant are 
represented by P, Q and R? 

(1) 

(2) 

{3) 

(4) 

p 

leaves 

leaves 

roots 

stem 

5 

Q R 

stem roots 

roots stem 

leaves stem 

roots leaves 







8. The diagram below shows how sand is separated from water uslng a filter
paper. The filter paper only allows some subsiances to pass through il

sand and water 

filter paper 

Which part of a cell has the same function as the filter paper? 

(1) nucleus

(2) cell wall
(3) cytoplasm

(4) cell membrane

9. The table below compares the plant transport system and human circulatory
system. kfentlfy the pair of infonnatton that is correct.

Human Circulatory System Plant Transport System 

(1) Transports blood rich in carbon Transports carbon dioxide to all
dioxide to all parts of body. parts of plant.

(2) Transports blood containing Transports food that is made by 
digested food to an parts of body-. the leaves to all parts of plant 

(3) Uses the heart to pump blood Uses the root and leaves to pump
containing materials to all parts of materials to all parts of the plant. 
body. 

(4) Has different tubes to transport Has different tubes to transport 
blood containing digested food food and water respectively to all 
and water respectively to all parts of the plant. 
parts of the bodv. 
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11. The flow chart below shows the function o1 each pa,t of a plant

Function$ of parts of a plant 

Yes 

Yes � 

>---�

0 
Based on the flowchart above, which of the following correctly identifies the 
different parts of the plant? 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

p 

Flower 

Leaf 

Roots 

Stem 

Q 

Leaf 

Flower 

Stem 

Flower 

10

R s 

Roots Stem 

Stem Roots 

Leaf Flower 

Roots Leaf 
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12. Ame placed an Identical plant into eadt container of water as shown below.

p.::::;;;::��:1--�A layer of oil 

--1oom1 of water ----100mt of water 

container container 

Soo recorr,ed the volume of water In each co�ner hourly for one week. The 
two set-up-s were placed in the science lab. Which one of the follov.iing graphs 
shows the change of volume of water correctly? 

(1) (2) 

... 
... 

G> 

A 
2 

B ..... 

� 
-----A -

-
0 0 B 

<1) 4D 

E E 
::J :, 

� � 

Time Time 

(3) (4) 
... 

,_ 
... 

� B 
.... 

-
0 

0 Cl) 

Q) 

A 
E B 

E ::, 

::::, 0 
0 > 
> 

Time 
Time 
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1 s. Sarah pfaoed a cover over a container whfch contained some boiling water. 
The container was placed on the kitchen table. 

c;:====;3----cover 

--:_-__________ . 

containet 
--------
�-------
--------

------.. -
_____ ,,,,._ 

-

_,,. -1it--------
r-_-________ :_-_
-----------_-;,:-. 
--·-------:-------

boiling waler 

Begioning of experiment 

After five minutes, Sarah observed formation of water droplets. 
Which of the following diagrams shows correctly where the water droplets 
would be obseTVed? 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

--------
-------
--------______ ...,_
-------------------.-...... ---------

.. _ ... _-----:--:---------
--------

----------------
--------
--------
----------------------------------------
-----·----------
--------
----------------

--- ------------------------------------------------------------ ---------___ .,. ___ _ ----------------·�-----
---�-- .. ---------

water droplets 
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14. The.fable below shows the meffing points and boffing points of four different
$Ubstances, -P. a. R and s.

Substanco Metting ooint f °C\ Bolling Point (OC) 
80 220 
0 100 
24 74 

13 60 

Wnich of these substances is/are gas(es) at 75 °C and fiquid(s) at 50 °C? 

{1) P only 
(2) Sonly

(3} P and R only 
{4) R and S only 

15. Kate set up the experiment below to investigate how the materiaJ of an object
would affect the amount !ight passing through it.

Object 

Torch 
light sensor 

Which of the- following variables should be kept constant to ensure a fair test? 

A The material of the objects. • 

B The thickness of the objects. 

C The amount of light from the torch. 

D The distance between the torch and the object. 

(1) A.Band Conly
(2) A, B and D only
{3) 8, C and D only 
(4) A. B, C and D

l-3 



16. Bob set llP an experiment in.a dark roo.m U$ing a ·torch and four $beets made
of different materials, A, 8, C and D, One of the sheet had a hole cut out
from it.

The properties of the four materials are shown in the table below. A tick ("-0
shows the presence of the property.

� 

A B C D 

9 

AJfows most light to -I 
pass through 

Does not allow lfght to -'1 
pass through 

How should Bob arrange the sheets if he wanted a bright clrcular patch of 
light to appear on the sheet at Position 3 ? 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

torch � 

" 
0 

Postt:k>n1 Position 2 Position 3 Position 4 

Position 1 Position 2 Position 3 Position 4 

A B D C 

A C D 8 

B D C A 

B C A D 
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17. Rina has three objects as shown below.

,, � 

5cm 5cm 

5cm 

wooden board clear glass 

San 

cardboard 

Then she glued the objflC'is and prepared an experimental set-up as rhown

below. 

torch 

wooden 
board 

cardboard screen 

Which one of the following correctly shows the shadow formed on the screen? 

(1) (2) 

(3) (4) 
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21. The diagrpms below show four circuits.

In which one of the cirow1s will the bulb light up?

(1) (2) 

(3) (4) 

18 PS SA2 SCIENCE 2017 





23. The diagrams below show four circuit diagrams. P. a. Rand S.

p Q R s 

Which one of the fotlowing shows correctly the arrangement of the bulbs from 
ihe dimmest to the brightest? 

(1) P, s. Rand a
(2) P, Q. R and S

(3) a, R, s and P

(4) S, P, Rand Q
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25. The diagram below shows a steel ban tied to the wooden block wtth a string.
It SU$pended in mid-air with the help<:>f a magnet. When sheet X was placed
between the iron ball and the magnet, 1he iron ball dropped to the ground.

sheetX 

Before After 

Which one of the following identifies sheet X and the conclusion drawn from 
the observation correctly? 

(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 

SheetX 

Nickel 
Copper 

Aluminium 
Iron 

Conclusion 

Magnetism cannot pass through a magnetic object. 
Magnetism cannot pass lh.-ough a non-magnetic object. 
Ma_gnetism cannot pass lhroUQh � m�gnetic pbject. 
Magnetism cannot pass through a non-magnetic 6bject. 
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27. The diagrams below show two flowers, A and B.

Flower A 

Flower B 

stigma 

brighUy coloured 
petal 

feathery stigma 

anther hanging 
outside. the flower 

Based on the information above. answer the following questions. [41 

(a)Flower A

(j) Pollinated by: _______ _

(ii) Reason

(b)FJower B

(i) Pollinated by: _______ _

(Ii) Reason 

I SCORE [;<I 
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28. Yi Leng set up the following experfment to find out If plants take In water through
their roots.

cooking on ---Ji,lllr'l:A:1!1--�!BI. 

water_-1:-_ 

Setup E 

p!ant 

�.--.. water 
t1HF--+--TOOts 

Setup F 

She used two Identical containers and poured equal amount of water In each 
container. She recorded 1he water level into each container after one week. She 
found out that 1he water level decreased in Set�Uf> F only. 

(a) Wnat was the purpose of set up E? (1] 

(b) Her teacher commented that she did not cany out a fair test Suggest what
she should do to ensure a fair test. Give a reason for your answer. [2] 

I SCOREk<I
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29. The diagram below shows the human digestive system.

{a) At which part(s), P, a, R, S or T, does digestion take place? [1] 

(b) What happens at Part S during the digestion process? [1] 

Organisms A are harmful organisms that live in the human small intestine due to 
poor personal hygiene. These harmful organisms get its food from the small 
intestine and damage the small intestinaJ wall. 

small 
intesUne 

(c) Based on the information above, give a reason why a child infected with
organisms A will not get enough nutrition. (11

26 
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30. Falth examined three different cells under a microscope and w:ecortJed her
observatlons In the table below. A tick (.,") indicates the presence of the part in
the cell.

Cell Parb Cell X CellY CellZ 

Cell Membrane ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Cytoplasm ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Nucleus ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Ce11Wal1 ✓ ✓ 

Chloroplast ✓ 

Based on the information above, answer the following questions. 

(a) Faith Identified Cell Z as a cheek cell. Do you agree with her?
Give a reason for your answer.

(b) Cell membrane is present in all three cells.
What is the function of the cetl membrane?

(c} Which cell, X, Y or Z, most likely comes from the leaf of a plant? 
Give a reason for your answer. 

111 

[1] 

[1 l 

I SCORE k3] 
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31. The diagram$ below $how tbe circulatory system of a mammal and a fish. Th$
arrows represent the blood vessels that cany blood from the lungs or gills to
other parts of 1he body of a mammal and a fish respectlv�ly.

Circulatory system of a h�man 

Circulatory system of a fish 

G 

GiUs Heart �rpartsof 
E F the body 

' 

Compare the circufatory system between a human and a fash:

(a) State a similarity. [1] 

(b} state a difference. (1] 

I SCORE kSI 
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32. Samantha -removed part of the stem as shown in the diagram below and
watered the plant with red.:a>fourad water. Ai part s. the food-canying tube has
been removed. At part A) both the water and food-carrying tubes have been
removed.

3-cm ring is removed{
from stem 

1-cm ting is removed{ 
from stem 

y 

cross-section of the stem 

After one day, she observed that only the leaves betweel'I part A and B of the 
stem had turned red.

B �B 

p Q R s 

(a) Which one of the above diagrams, P, Q, R ors. shows the obsetvation
made at part 8 of the stem after some time?
Explain your answer clearly. [2] 

(b) Samantha observed that the leaves above part A of the stem died after two
days. Explain this observation ciearty. [1]

I SCORE L,,?;I 
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38. Alison canied "Ollt an experiment with four pols or identical plants. w. X. Y and
z. using the same amount of ldentlcal type of soil. She removed d'lfferent parts
of the plants as shown below. She watered them daily With 1he same amount of
water and obsefved them for a few days.

w 

Fruit was 
removed 

X 

Most of 1he roots 
were removed 

y 

F!owerwas 
removed 

flower 

z 

All leaves 
were removed 

Alison recorded her observations and provided reason for her observations in 
lhe table below. 

All in the box with either 'T' for True or 'F' for False. (21 

Observation Reason 
True(T) / 
False(Fl 

PlantW dies It does not have enough food as the fruit is 
removed. 

PlantX dies 
It does not have enough water as most of the roots 
are removed. 

Plant Y dies It does not have flowers to attract insects. 

Plant Z dies It does not have leaves to make food for the plant. 

I

SCORE
0 
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34. � prepared a set-up LtSlng a sealed wooden box witil a wooden plank glued
on the side of the box as shown below. She art an opening on the top of the
box. She plat:ed a healthy green plant under the wooden plan.'<. She then
covered the wooden box and placed it near a window. She watered the plant
dally.

an opening 

Inside of the wooden box 

(a) In the diagram below. draw what she .would observe on the direction of the
growth of the pfant after two weeks. Use an arrow ( __..) to indicate the
direction. 

______ (1}

C) 

{b) Explain your observation in (a). 

31 

wooden plank 

{21

I
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0 
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35. Th& diagram below shows a water cycfe.

Clouds 
0 

p 

ea 

(a) Name the two processes, P and Q. [2] 

P:
--�-. .;;-• ---------

Q: -------------

The diagram below shows a set�up used to collect water from the environment. 

pebble 

·--

container 

(b) Explain how water is collected in the container in the set-up above. [2] 

1SC◊RE0
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36. Joanne wanted to find out which cup is better to keep water hot for a longer
period of time. She used the cups as shown be!ow. Both «ips are made of the
same type of glass and -can -contain the same amount of water.

air 
space 

Double-layered thtck glass 
CupA 

u 
Thick-layered glass 

CupB 

She poured 100ml of waler into each gtass and measured the temperature of 
water at the start of the exf}A....rimen1. After ten minutes, she measured the 
temperature of water in each cup and recorded the results as shown below. 

{a) PFGdict and write down the temperature of water in cup A after ten 
minutes in the table below. (1) 

Cup 
Temperature of water at the 
start of the exn&riment (C) 

A 70 

B 70 

{b) Explain your answer in part (a). 

Continue on next page 

33 

Temperature of water 
after 10 minutes(Cl 

45 

[1] 

I
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0 
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37. Ahmad placed three rod$, A, Band C. in the two cireuns_ X and Y. as shown
below.

CircuitX CircuitY 

He recorded his observations in 1he table below. 

Circuit Number of bulbs light up 

X 1 

y 2 

Ahmad set up another circuit using rods B and C as shown below. Three new
identical bulbs, B1, 82 and 83, were connected in the circuit shown beJow.

81 

C 

83 
8 

(a) Which bulb(s) will light up? Explain your answer. [2] 

Continue on next page 

I 
SCOREL� 
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Continued from prevloua page 

Ahmad set up another circuit as shown below using the metal clip. 
The metal clip. when connected to positions 1, 2 or 3, will act fike a switch. 

,,,_____ __ 

A 
Position 1 

B 

Position 3 
C 

metal cifp 

(b) At which one of the posiUons, 1, 2 or 3, will the bulbs light up most dimly?
Explain your answer. [2] 

36 
I
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0 
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37)b) b)Positon 3. At positon 3, electric current could flow through Bulbs A, B

and C, causing them to light up. There were more bulbs connected in series at

position 3 than at position 1 and 2. Hence, lesser electric current could flow

through Bulbs 1,2,3, causing the bulbs to light up most dimly.

38)a)Placing ends B and D close together . If both ends repel each othet,Object P

is a magnet.

b)Magnet X would attract seven pins. When dropped several timeSi Magnet

X lost some of its magnetic strength and hence, would attract 'fewer number of 

pins. 
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